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QUESTION 1

Which statement is FALSE regarding the core function of a digital assistant and how it could respond to user input? 

A. It is able to automatically route the conversation to another digital assistant if the request can\\'t be handled by the
current digital assistant. 

B. It is able to respond to a user request to exit the current conversation. 

C. It is able to respond to a help request and return a help message, one that can be specific to one of its skills, or to the
digital assistant itself 

D. It is able to route the conversation to the start state of a skill that\\'s managed by the digital assistant. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

You have gone through a number of testing iterations of your customer\\'s skill that comprises 10 intents. But you find
that generally the best you can get is a confidence score of 96%, even when the user phrase is identical to one of your
training utterances. What should you recommend to your customer regarding this intent confidence score? 

A. Keep iterating on user testing and add more training utterances until you can achieve a confidence level of 100% on
your user input. 

B. For every verb in your training utterances, ensure you add a version of the utterance which also covers the past,
present, and future tense of the verb. 

C. It is not always possible to achieve 100% confidence and adding more utterances may not help the problem.
Therefore, do not make further changes to the skill if it is performing to your expectations. 

D. The highest possible confidence with 10 intents is 10% (100% divided by the number of intents). So, no further
changes to the skill are required. 

E. Add more utterances to the unresolvedlntent. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Consider the following dialog flow code in a skill: Which statement is true? 
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A. The skill displays the message "Please wait, we\\'re reviewing your order", then displays "Almostdone...", then
displays "Thank you for your order.", and then completes the conversation. 

B. The skill displays the message "Please wait, we\\'re reviewing your order" and then waits for user input. 

C. The skill displays the message "Please wait, we\\'re reviewing your order", then displays "Almost done...", and then
waits for user input. 

D. The skill displays the message "Please wait, we\\'re reviewing your order", then displays "Almost done...", then
displays "Thank you for your order.", and then waits for user input. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

In reviewing a colleague\\'s code, you note the following code in the dialog flow which takes user input and replaces the
words "authorized user" or "auth user" with "AU" before then calling the intent resolution in the dialog flow with the
altered string. "${utterance.value?replace(\\'authorized user|auth user\\', \\'AU\\',\\'r\\')}" 

Why would your colleague have done this? 

A. The sentence is being normalized by replacing different versions of words such that they are aligned with the term
used in the training utterances. 

B. By replacing "Authorized" and "auth", one is able to bypass the usual authentication mechanism, which requires a
user to log on. 

C. "Authorized" and "auth" are reserved words and would fail intent resolution. 
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D. The above code has no impact on intent resolution. 

E. The language tag is being changed to Australian (AU) to better match the language of the training utterances. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statement is true regarding the digital assistant\\'s Help system intent? 

A. You can define utterances that the digital assistant will recognize when the user is asking for help. 

B. The help intent cannot route the conversation to a specific state within a skill. 

C. The utterances for the help intent are predefined and cannot be changed. 

D. If the digital assistant recognizes the user is asking for help, it will automatically route the conversation to a skill
called "Help". 

Correct Answer: B 
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